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HIGHLIGHTS

• Membrane thickness, thermal conductivity and fiber length mutually affect MD process.
• Any of these parameters cannot be optimized without considering the other two.
• Optimum length can be tuned by varying membrane thickness and/or thermal conductivity.

ABSTRACT

Membrane distillation has the potential to concentrate solutions to their saturation level, thus offering the possibility to recover valuable salts from the solutions. The process
performance and stability, however, is strongly dependent upon the features of membranes applied. In addition, several other parameters, membrane thickness and thermal conductivity
significantly affect the process performance. These parameters are of fundamental importance in the selection of optimum module length due to their influence on temperature and
flux profiles along the fiber. In the current study, the experimental data from a lab-scale membrane distillation plant has been modeled to analyze the interrelated effect of membrane
thickness, thermal conductivity and module length on process performance. It has been observed that flux initially improves by decreasing the membrane thickness followed by
a decrease and ultimately negative value. For any given fiber length and thickness, the flux can be greatly improved by decreasing the membrane-conductivity. The length that
corresponds to the highest flux and the maximum fiber length ensuring a positive flux have been identified as a function of membrane thickness and thermal conductivity.
© 2016 MPRL. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Growing energy demands, depleting raw materials, water scarcity and
environment issues are compelling the process industry to look towards
innovative solutions. Emerging membrane operations such as membrane
distillation (MD) can play an important role in this context. In MD, the
volatiles are transported through a microporous hydrophobic membrane under

the vapor pressure gradient applied through temperature difference across
the membrane [1]. The process has the potential to treat high-concentrated
solutions and thus offers the possibility to recover valuable components
from various liquid streams. MD has been investigated intensively at the labscale for desalination due to its unique advantages including the possibility
to operate with waste grade heat, minor effect of concentration on process
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performance and theoretically 100% rejection of all non-volatiles. The major
targeted areas for research in MD include the development of specific
membranes, understanding and improvement of transport phenomena and
novel applications for various separations [2,3]. The progress in the field has
recently resulted in manufacturing and testing of pilot scale units in various
parts of the world [4,5,6]. These units aim to test the techno-economic
feasibility of the process for its large scale applications when integrated with
other processes [7,8]. Such advancements provoke the need to fabricate large
scale modules and understanding the performance of these modules as a
function of membrane characteristics.
One of the most interesting applications of MD is the treatment of
concentrated brine to increase the recovery factor and eventually to achieve
crystallization. Technical feasibility of this application at lab-scale has been
demonstrated in several studies [9–11]. To realize the crystallization through
MD, the solutions have to be treated to the saturation level. For successful
application of MD-based crystallization (commonly known as membrane
crystallization), better understanding of the correlation between membrane
characteristics and process performance is essential. One of the possibilities to
tune the process performance can be based upon changing the membrane
thickness and thermal conductivity. A few studies have addressed the
optimum membrane thickness for MD applications. Wu et al. [12] have
reported an optimum membrane thickness of 13 microns for treatment of 10%
saline solution that increases to 21 microns at 20% salinity. Based on the flux
and energy efficiency, Martinez and Rodriguez [13] have also indicated a
critical membrane thickness below which the negative effect prevails the
positive outcomes. Eykens et al. [14] have reported that optimum membrane
thickness varies with operating conditions and membrane characteristics and
ranges from 2 to 739 microns. However, these studies are performed without
interrelating membrane thickness and thermal conductivity with module
length which is crucial for large scale applications.
For lab-scale membrane crystallization applications, feed temperature at
the module inlet is generally set to 10-15 oC more than the feed tank
temperature [15]. Besides mitigating the scaling at membrane surface, high
temperature provided at the module inlet ensures the supply of sufficient
driving force required to maintain a positive flux. However, when highconcentrated feed flows in modules with practically long length, the osmotic
pressure of feed at such high concentration might prevail the thermal effect
(due to large temperature drops along the module) giving rise to undesired
negative flux. For the salts with positive solubility with temperature, large
temperature drops can also increase the probability of precipitation at the
membrane surface and within the feed channel. Furthermore, the energy
efficiency of the process is a strong function of temperature profiles along the
module. In this context, membrane thickness and thermal conductivity
controlling the heat and mass transfer can be significantly important to ensure
the positive flux, to define the optimum module length and to ensure a
precipitation-free operation. This study describes the performance of
membrane distillation as a function of membrane thickness for various
membrane lengths and thermal conductivities for a high-concentrated
solution.

2.2. Modeling procedure
The basic modeling procedure applied for the current study has been
explained in detail in a previous publication [16], therefore, the procedure has
been described only briefly here. The flux in MD can be described by using
the following correlation:
J = B ( Pfm − Ppm )

(1)

where Pfm and Ppm are vapor pressures of feed and permeate, respectively, at
the corresponding membrane surface temperatures Tfm and Tpm. To account for
the effect of salt on vapor pressure, Yun’s method [18] has been applied. For
membrane characteristics parameter B, the combined Knudsen and molecular
diffusion model has been applied due to close proximity of membrane pore
size and mean free path of water vapors under the conditions applied in the
current study.
The appropriate heat transfer coefficient has been calculated according to
the procedure described in [16]. On the basis of feed and permeate
temperatures and heat transfer coefficient, the temperatures at the membrane
surface have been calculated by using the following correlations [19].
(2)

1

T fm = T f − (T f − Tp )

hf
1
1
1
+ +
hv + hc hp hf

(3)

1

Tpm = Tp + ( T f − Tp )

hp
1
1
1
+ +
hv + hc hp h f

where hf and hp represent the heat transfer coefficients on feed and permeate
sides, respectively, while hv and hc are the vapor and membrane heat transfer
coefficients.
To obtain temperature and flux profiles along the fiber in the current
study, the membrane has been divided into small elements, each having a
length L such that the total number of elements is Lt/L, where Lt represents the
total membrane length. Heat and mass balance on each cell on feed and
permeate streams have been applied. Difference in energy at the entrance and
exit of the cell on the feed side is transported through the membrane via
conduction and convection [20]:
•

•

m f CpT − m f CpT

i +1

=

i

Km

δ

The data for MD experiments reported in our previous work [16] has
been modeled in the current study. The tests were performed on produced
water with initial concentration of 248 g/L. The main dissolved solid was
sodium chloride. Lab and semi pilot-scale experiments were carried out by
using commercial Accurel PP-S 6/2 and lab-made PVDF hollow fiber
membranes. The detailed solution composition, operating conditions and
membrane characteristics can be found in the same reference (see [16]).
To avoid salt precipitation at the membrane surface and for better process
control, membrane crystallization is normally performed at relatively low
solution temperatures (30-55 oC) [11,16,17]. Therefore, modeling analysis in
the current study has been carried out by assuming the feed and permeate
temperatures at module inlet equal to 50 oC and 20 oC, respectively. It was
observed in the previous study that the scaling can be avoided by carefully
controlling the temperature of feed tank below the feed temperature at module
inlet [16]. Therefore, the effect of scaling has been neglected in the current
study. Due to the decrease in driving force with solution concentration, the
bottleneck of the process is near the saturated- solution concentration making
the process most interesting to study at this point. Due to this reason,
theoretical analysis in the current study has been carried out at near saturated
concentration (~340 g/L). Feed and permeate velocities have been considered
equal for theoretical analysis and both the streams are assumed in
countercurrent configuration.

fm

− Tpm ) ) dA + J ∆H v dA
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 δ
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Similarly, the permeate temperature at the boundary of the next cell can
be determined by using the following correlation:

T i +1

•
K

m p CpT −  m (T fm − Tpm ) ) dA + J ∆H v dA 
 δ

i
=

(6)

•

m p Cp
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On the basis of flux and surface and bulk temperatures, various
resistances to mass transfer can be calculated by using the following
correlations [21]:
Rf =

Rp =

Rm =

Pf − Pfm

(7)

J

Ppm − Pp

(8)

J

Pfm − Ppm

(9)

J

where Rm, Rf and Rp represent the membrane, feed and permeate side
boundary layer resistance, respectively.
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3. Results and discussions

3.1. Model validation
The model was validated by comparing the predicted flux with its
corresponding experimental values at 35, 45 and 55 oC provided in [16] for
PP and PVDF membranes. Experimental and theoretical flux calculated by

using the heat transfer correlation proposed by Gryta and Tomaszewska [22]
have been provided in Figure 1. The figure shows an excellent agreement
between experimental and theoretical values. The decrease in flux with
concentration can be ascribed to the corresponding decrease in vapor pressure
of feed due to an increase in solution concentration. Relatively higher flux
exhibited by the PVDF membrane can be attributed to its more porous
structure and lower thickness than the PP membrane as explained in [16].

Tp , Tpm (K)

Tf , Tfm (K)

Fig. 1. Experimental and theoretical flux as function of solution concentration for PP Accurel and PVDF membranes under various feed inlet
temperatures

Fig. 2. Variation of bulk and membrane surface temperatures along the fiber for various values of vf for membrane thickness of 450 µm.

3.2. Selection of appropriate feed velocity
Temperature profiles at various locations along 1m long fiber for
different feed velocities have been shown in Figure 2. It is clear from the
figure that the maximum temperature polarization and temperature drop along
the fiber takes place for the minimum feed velocity of 0.05 m/s in accordance
with what has been observed in other studies [23,24]. Low feed velocity
increases the contact time of feed and permeate streams and limits the mixing
of fluid present at the membrane interface and in the bulk. The former
contributes to the large temperature drops along the module while the later
encourages temperature polarization. As a result, the minimum temperature
polarization and temperature drop along the module have been observed for
the highest feed velocity while these effects are the maximum for the lowest
feed velocity. A similar trend has been observed for the permeate side. The
maximum temperature increase (temperature difference between outlet and
inlet of the module) has been observed for the minimum permeate velocity.
Similar to the feed side, the temperature profiles start to be uninform along
the fiber length by increasing the permeate flow rate. However, temperature
polarization on the permeate side is the maximum for vf of 0.5 m/s (and not
for the minimum permeate velocity of 0.05 m/s). It is well recognized that

thermal polarization increases with stream temperature and reduces with
velocity [23–25]. By increasing the flow rate, the feed temperature starts to
improve and be uniform along the module. This ensures high heat transfer
from the feed to permeate side, thus widening the difference between surface
and bulk temperature on the permeate side (see for vf 0.5 m/s). With a further
increase in velocity, the temperature along the fiber improves relatively less
and improved hydrodynamics reduce thermal polarization. The minimum
thermal polarization on the permeate side observed at the start of the fiber
(100 cm) is due to the entrance effect that induce additional turbulence.
Although working at high vf reduces thermal polarization and temperature
drop along the fiber, it may cause large pressure drops along the membrane
modules leading towards pore wetting. Moreover, it may reduce overall
membrane life time due to high shear stress acting at the membrane surface.
Due to this reason, the main investigations in this study have been carried out
at vf of 1 m/s where temperature polarization and temperature drop along the
module are not very significant (see Figure 2).
The effect of membrane thickness on temperature profiles for membranes
with various thicknesses at vf of 1 m/s for 1 m long fiber has been shown in
Figure 3. It is clear from the figure that the thinnest membrane exhibits the
maximum thermal polarization and bulk temperature variations along the
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fiber on both permeate and feed sides. The average temperature polarization
on feed and permeate sides for the 30 µ m thick membrane is ~2 and ~8 K,
respectively, while the corresponding values for the 750 µ m thick membrane
are 0.3 and 1.4 K, respectively. Thin membranes favor the conductive and
convective heat transfer across the membrane wall that increases temperature
polarization and temperature drop along the fiber. Large feed side temperature
polarization observed near the end (100 cm) of the thinnest membrane is due
to the corresponding low permeate temperature due to the entrance effect that
induces high driving force at the corresponding point giving rise to high
thermal polarization.
The corresponding flux for membranes with selected thicknesses has
been illustrated in Figure 4. The thinnest membrane exhibits the negative flux
in the first portion of the fiber (Lm < ~60 cm). It is clear from Figure 3 that
the effective temperature gradient (Tfm - Tpm) across the membrane reduces
with a decrease in membrane thickness. Although the temperature gradient
(Tfm - Tpm) at any point along the fiber for all the membranes is positive, the

solution concentration suppresses the vapor pressure on the feed side.
Assuming equal feed and permeate temperatures (323 K), the vapor pressure
on the feed side is ~6000 Pa less than the permeate side. For the 450 µm thick
membrane, keeping the permeate temperature and other conditions constant,
feed temperature should be a minimum 10 oC greater than permeate
temperature to overcome this suppression. As shown in Figure 3, interfacial
permeate temperature increases suddenly for the 30 µm thick membrane after
coming in contact with feed stream. Due to this increase and associated
decrease in the corresponding feed temperature, the effective temperature
gradient after a certain distance from the permeate entrance drops below the
threshold value required to induce positive flux. Thus flux in the later portion
of the fiber (~60 to 0 cm) becomes negative due to the corresponding negative
net driving force (vapor pressure difference ∆P) shown on the right in Figure
4. In case of thicker membranes, the effective temperature gradient (and
therefore vapor pressure difference) is high enough to overcome the
concentration effects, thus giving a positive flux.

Fig. 3. Effect of membrane thickness on temperature profiles for vf of 1 m/s.

Fig. 4. Flux at various points along the fiber for membranes with different thicknesses at vf 1 m/s.

The energy efficiency and flux averaged over module length (Jav) for the
1 m long module have been shown in Figure 5. The average flux improves
greatly by an initial increase in membrane thickness followed by a steady
decrease. This trend is consistent with what has been reported in other studies
[12,26]. For the very thin membrane, the mass transfer is governed by the
boundary layer resistance. By increasing the membrane thickness, thermal
polarization on both sides of the membrane reduces. However, after a certain
membrane thickness, the membrane itself starts to control the mass transfer
and therefore, flux shows a decreasing trend with an increase in membrane
thickness. The figure also indicates an initial abrupt increase in energy
efficiency at 100 µm thickness followed by slight dependence on membrane
thickness. The former behavior is associated with rapid initial increase in flux

with membrane thickness as shown in the same figure. By further increasing
the membrane thickness, the flux decreases slightly, however, the heat
transfer coefficient of the membrane decreases relatively more and therefore,
energy efficiency slightly improves.
3.3. Effect of module length
Module length is an important parameter from a practical point of view.
The small modules offer low productivity, do not utilize the heat contained
within the stream in an efficient way and may not be techno-economically
viable to assemble in an element. Average flux as a function of module length
for various membrane thicknesses has been shown in Figure 6. The figure
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illustrates that small fibers with low thicknesses exhibit very high average
flux. For instance, the average flux for the 50 cm long fiber having a
thickness of 50 µm is ~3 times higher than the same fiber but with a thickness
of 750 µm. However, thin fibers show a rapid decrease in average flux with
an increase in length and for long lengths, the flux becomes negative in the
later portion of the fiber. For instance, 50 µm thick fibers having length > 190
cm exhibit negative flux. Thick fibers, on the other hand, show stable flux for
all module lengths. As explained in Figure 3, thin fiber rapidly loses the
thermal energy contained within the feed through conduction and convection
through the membrane, and consequently, the temperature along the fiber
drops quickly. While in the initial portion of the fiber, the temperature would
be sufficient to generate flux, in the later portion, the temperature would not
be enough to keep a positive driving force. The net effects can result into an
overall negative flux. The thicker fibers, on the other hand, reduce thermal
losses through conduction and convection (due to less flux), giving rise to
relatively uniform driving force and flux all along the fiber.

permeate side resistances (Rf+Rp) shown in Figure 8. As shown in the figure,
the main contribution to the overall resistance comes from the boundary layer
resistances Rf+Rp, as the thin membrane itself offers much less resistance to
mass transfer but transfers more heat giving rise to high thermal polarization
[27]. However, by increasing the membrane thickness, the contribution of
membrane resistances to mass transfer increases and that of the boundary
layer decreases. The thickness where the sum of these two contributions is the
minimum corresponds to the highest flux shown in Figure 7. The minimum
however, depends upon the temperature profiles within the fiber, and
therefore, is different for different fiber lengths as shown in Figure 8 for a 20
and 300 cm long fiber.
16
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Fig. 7. Average flux as function of membrane thickness for various
fiber lengths. The lowest horizontal line corresponds to zero flux.

Fig. 5. Energy efficiency (EE) and average flux as function of membrane
thickness for 1 m long module.
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Fig. 6. Flux averaged over fiber lengths for membranes with different
thicknesses at vf 1 m/s.

The flux averaged over lengths for fibers with various thicknesses is
shown in Figure 7. The figure indicates that the difference among the fluxes
for fibers with different lengths is the most prominent at small membrane
thicknesses and converges at high thicknesses. Also, the membrane thickness
corresponding to the highest flux increases with fiber length. For instance, a
20 cm long fiber exhibits the highest flux at a thickness of ~ 40 µm and this
value shifts to ~150 µm for 300 cm long fiber. Similarly, the minimum
thickness required to maintain a positive flux, is a function of module length
and changes from ~15 to 85 µ m when length is changed from 20 to 300 cm
under the conditions considered in the current study. This behavior can be
attributed to the corresponding resistances shown in Figure 8. Flux of the
system is determined by the membrane resistance and sum of feed and

3.4. Effect of membrane conductivity

Thermal conductivity controls the heat flowing through the membrane
matrix via conduction and therefore temperature profiles within the fiber. The
effect of thermal conductivity on the trans-membrane flux for various module
lengths has been shown in Figure 9. The lowest value of thermal conductivity
(0.026 W/m.K) considered in the current study was inspired from the
conductivity value of aerogel ceramic membranes recently developed for MD
applications [28]. All other membrane features including overall porosity,
mean pore size and tortuosity factor have been considered constant. The
figure reveals that the membrane with the lowest thermal conductivity shows
the highest flux at any given length. For fiber length of 50 cm, ~ the 90%
increase in flux can be achieved by decreasing the thermal conductivity from
0.08 to 0.026 W/m.K. The corresponding increase for longer fibers is even
higher. Similar to the membrane thickness, high flux observed for the
membranes with less conductivity can be associated with their capability to
conduct less heat along the fiber. Relatively lower loss of heat ensures a high
temperature along the fiber, giving a better overall flux. The results described
in Figure 9 provide an interesting way to improve the membrane flux and the
maximum effective module length by lowering the conductivity of the
membrane. For a membrane with 50 µm thickness and thermal conductivity
of ~0.07 W/m.K, the flux would become negative for module lengths
exceeding ~2 m, however, by decreasing the thermal conductivity the module
lengths with positive flux of more than 4 m are possible to achieve. This
aspect can be of significant importance in designing the modules with
optimized length.
The effect of membrane thickness on length exhibiting the maximum flux
for various values of membrane conductivity has been illustrated in Figure 10.
Lowering the thermal conductivity affects the temperature profile in a manner
similar to that observed for an increase in thickness shown in Figure 3.
However, contrary to the thickness, it does not increase the resistance to mass
transport. A fiber with high conductivity encourages more heat transfer via
conduction through its wall. Consequently, the temperature on the feed side
decreases rapidly and that on the permeate side increases largely. Therefore,
for a given membrane thickness, the maximum driving force is observed
somewhere in between the feed and permeate inlets. However, a decrease in
thermal conductivity of the fiber ensures a slow increase and decrease of the
permeate and feed temperatures, respectively, along the fiber and therefore,
the point of maximum flux shifts towards smaller fiber lengths where feed
temperature is high.
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Fig. 8. Resistance analysis as function of membrane thickness for 300 and 20 cm long fibers.

Fig. 9. Flux as function of thermal conductivity for fibers with different lengths for 50 µm thick membrane at vf 1 m/s.

Fig. 10. Module length yielding the maximum flux as function of membrane thickness for various values of membrane
conductivity.
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4. Conclusions

The performance of the membrane distillation process is strongly
influenced by membrane thickness and thermal conductivity. A strong nexus
among thickness, thermal conductivity and fiber length governs the process
performance and it is not rational to define the optimum value of one of these
parameters without considering the others. For an inappropriate combination
of membrane thickness, thermal conductivity and length, the osmotic effects
may overcome the thermal effects and a negative flux is observed. The
membranes with low thickness, long length and high thermal conductivity are
more prone to negative flux. To make a module of greater than 2 m length by
using a 50 µ m thick membrane, thermal conductivity of the membrane must
be less than 0.065 W/m.K. The upper limit of thermal conductivity can be
increased by increasing the membrane thickness or by decreasing the module
length. The optimum membrane thickness varies from 20 to 400 microns
when thermal conductivity and module lengths are varied from 0.026 to 0.078
W/m.K and 10 to 210 cm, respectively.

List of symbols
B
C
h
J
k
Lm
M
P
T
EE
v

Membrane characteristics parameter
Concentration (g/L)
Heat transfer coefficient (W/ m2.K)
Flux (kg/m2·s)
Thermal conductivity (W/m.k)
Membrane/module/fiber length (cm)
Molecular weight (kg/mol)
Vapor pressure (Pa)
Temperature (K)
Energy efficiency (%)
Velcoity (m/s)

Suffix
av
f
m
p

Average
Feed
Membrane
Permeate

Greek symbols
δ

Membrane thickness (µm)
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